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TWL Pro Tip  
Clonmel 18:55 - Fire In His Eyes @ 6/5 Win Bet  

The Pro Punter  
Carlisle 14:00 - Only Spoofing @ 8/11 Win Bet  

ARH Racing  
Stratford 18:40 - Excitable Island @ 11/2 Each Way Bet  
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Tabarrak Is The Nap At Haydock On Saturday - By Ian 
Hudson


The domestic football season is over and the World Cup has not begun so Haydock 
should be packed to the rafters on Saturday. The course is ideally placed for the 
football mad cities of Liverpool and Manchester so with no meaningful fixtures at the 
weekend the crowd should be boosted at the track which has excellent transport 
links to those two major conurbations. Tabarrak is the horse to back in the John Of 
Gaunt Stakes which is the feature race on the Haydock card.  


The race is run over seven furlongs and is one of the two Group 3 contests at the 
fixture. The other main race is the Pinnacle Stakes for fillies and mares and the 
distance is 12 furlongs which is almost one lap at Haydock. God Given is the best 
horse in the race based on form and Racing Post Ratings and is a worthy favourite. 
Tabarrak is the favourite with some bookmakers for the John Of Gaunt Stakes and 
the double on the two market leaders prevailing pays over 10/1.


Haydock attracts plenty of runners from the south and is one of the best dual 
purpose tracks in the country. It is one of the few courses that stages a Group 1 
race on the Flat and a Grade 1 race over jumps. It is easy to get from the motorway 
network and that enhances the overall quality of the runners. Tabarrak is trained by 
Richard Hannon and God Given is trained by Luca Cumani and they are both based 
in the south. Derby winning trainer Charlie Appleby has potential runners and his 
base is in Newmarket.


Tabarrak is the favourite for a decent race and several horses have strong claims. 
Emmaus will have plenty of backers after impressive wins at Listed level. The horse 
won three races at Leicester over seven furlongs when coming off the pace. 
Emmaus is progressive but unproven at Group level and the horse could get found 
out in better company. Tabarrak can handle the quality of the opposition and is 
preferred. The selection’s win on the track stacks up well and is the best form on 
offer. 


Tabarrak is owned by Hamdan Al Maktoum and he has several potential good things 
on Saturday. Muthmir is the horse to back in the Achilles Stakes at Haydock 
because he has been given a good opportunity on the basis of past form. The horse 
has won three races at Group 2 level but has struggled recently in Group races. The 
drop in class will take Muthmir back into his comfort zone and a win is predicted. 
The horse has a few near misses in better races so it could all come right at 
Haydock this weekend in one of three Listed races. There are also five handicaps at 
the meeting. 


At the time of writing Mark Johnston has fiver entries in the one mile and four 
furlongs handicap that is the first race. Silvestre de Sousa’s name appears alongside 
the five horses so presumably only one will run or other jockeys are required. On 
ratings Baghdad is the best of the Johnston runners but Sharja Silk for Roger Varian 
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is a much bigger price having shown a similar level of form and offers the value. 
Istanbul Sultan has something to find but could be the most progressive runner.


The Sprint Handicap at 5.10 could have a maximum field of 17 runners which means 
each-way bets will be settled at one quarter the odds for four places. Royal 
Residence was second over the course and distance in his first handicap last 
month. The horse was unlucky in running but finished well ahead of the rest of the 
field so can go one better at Haydock on Saturday.    


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Rashford Must Start Against Tunisia 

Before last night’s friendly against Costa Rica the bookmaker odds for the players to 
start the match against Tunisia suggested 11 names were set in stone. There will 
have to be some adjustments now because Marcus Rashford can’t be left out for 
England’s first match in the World Cup. Glenn Hoddle named him as the man of the 
match and he’s not a bad judge. All the pundits now believe Rashford starts against 
Tunisia. 


The man on the street or in his favourite armchair could not have failed to be 
impressed. Rashford scored a brilliant goal and produced an excellent performance 
which Gareth Southgate cannot ignore. Harry Kane is a certainty to play up front and 
his partner must be RASHFORD who you can back at 150/1 with Ladbrokes to win 
the Golden Boot awarded to the leading scorer in the World Cup in Russia.  


Rafael Nadal has played 86 matches in the French Open and won 84 but he is too 
short to win the 87th. The King of Clay meets Juan Martin Del Potro in the semi-
finals today and the outsider could win the match. It’s a meeting between players 
from Spain and Argentina, two nations who have won the football World Cup and 
are genuine contenders this time. Not many players can get Nadal out of his comfort 
zone on clay but DEL POTRO has won five of their 14 matches on all surfaces so 
cannot be ignored at 5/1 with William Hill to beat him in Paris today. 


There are eight meetings in Britain and Ireland today but only the Flat fixture at the 
Curragh offers more than £87,000 in prize money. In fact there is over two hundred 
grand in euro up for grabs at one of the most lucrative evening fixtures of the 
season. The highlight is the Group 3 Ballyogan Stakes over six furlongs at 7.45pm.  
On form and ratings ONE MASTER is the bet at 2/1 with Betfair.  
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A Not So Shaggy Dog Tale - By Bet World Reviews


Last time I mentioned the successful review of The Judge’s greyhound tipping 
service and he has continued to bring home the winners since then. He has more 
than doubled the bank since I started the review and as he has been around for 
many years this is unlikely to be a flash in the pan.


Even better I have managed to negotiate a special deal for readers with the first 
month’s subscription at just £4.97 instead of £48 – that’s a saving of £43.03. 


You will find out how everything works and could even win enough to cover the 
ongoing subs.


Click this link to access the special offer: Judge Greyhounds Offer


PREFER THE HORSES? No PROBLEM and MINIMAL RISK 

A couple of months back I highlighted the latest offering from matched betting 
supremo Mike Cruikshank. Called Advantage Play Secrets it is a package of 4 
strategies aimed at profiting from back betting on horses. Mike recommends that 
you master the Golden Parachute strategy first before moving on to the others and 
so I have tested that element initially. 


Risking no more than £3 per race I have managed a profit in excess of 600 points 
and with minimal time required to achieve this. You need to be able to bet with 
bookmakers at BOG prices to operate this method. 


I have completed the initial review here and am pleased to report that the initial 
offer of £1 for 14 days is still available to Betfan members. This is more than 
enough time to test things out for yourself without any risk whatsoever. 


WHO IS JOHN KINANE? 

On Monday I received an email from one John Kinane advising that I should back a 
certain horse which was going to win. It duly did following which despite not having 
replied to the initial email I received a follow up asking if I should like more similar 
information from them. (I am not aware that I ever asked for information from this 
source so assume he has bought an email list – a practice which should now be 
ceasing in the light of the GDPR regulations.)


My initial reaction was that this is likely to be a version of the multi winner scam 
where the email list is divided into several sections with each advised of different 
horses all but ensuring some will get the race winner. These people are then 
targeted with further offers of information at a price but of course it will be pot luck if 
you get further winners. 
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If any readers have received emails from this source recently would they please 
forward a copy to me at peter@betworldreviews.com so I can see what may be 
happening here. 


A GREAT LOSS 

I cannot end without mentioning the passing this week of the great steeplechaser 
Denman. A true champion who brought joy to many and will doubtless be missed. 
Condolences to his connections. 


In the meantime the reviews continue and you can see the latest services to go 
under the microscope here.  
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